Watersports
&
Nature

“You can only see something if you know what to look for”

Discover the wonderful seabed and Sardinian Coast with
a Team Of Marine Biologists and scuba instructors.

Our club links watersports and environmental
education.
We are a team team of nature experts and
watersports lovers we are convinced that the
Seaworld is a fragile treasure and it is our
duty to preserve it.
We offer both sea and land trips, and thanks
to the latest technology (such as underwater
tran-smitters) our biologists are always able
to descibe the places explored live and direct.

available in
6 languages

BLUDISCOVERY UNDERWATER AUDIOGUIDE
an innovative device with
wireless tecnology created
by Blue Discovery.
The new Underwater Audioguide
allows our Marine Biologists to
trasmit in real time the
description of the underwater
environment to sea explorers
(snorkelers or scuba divers).

During the
underwater
excursion,
Blue Discovery
Biologists uncover hidden sea
treasures
otherwise invisible to the untrained eye.

Our latest technology provides observers with a fully immersed seaworld experience.
Thanks to our Audioguide we offer services specifically tailored to different levels of expertise:
NEWSNORKELING, NEWDIVING & DISCOVERY VOYAGES…

SIMPLE FUN FOR EVERYONE
New Snorkelling, a completely
new type of activity recently
patented by our Marine Biologists it makes use of a Wireless
Audioguide
System,
which allows the snorkeller to
follow underwater live explanations through underwater
headphones.

-Blue Discovery always cares
about

Safety:

with

large

groups, team members follow
us on a canoe and communicate with us through the
wireless system during our
excursion ensuring everyone
is comfortable and safe.
-For those who are less adept we advise linking the New Snorkelling excursion to a
preliminary Snorkeling Course in order to gain confidence with the mask and flippers
so as to be able to fully enjoy and appreciate the New Snorkelling experience.

New Diving
Our innovative AUDIOTOUR now also available
for SCUBA DIVING.
Similar to New Snorkelling,
the diver is provided with
a scuba and a tank.

Through our wireless Audioguide
System,
Divers follow underwater
live
explanations
from our Marine
Biologists, allowing them to see hidden treasures
otherwise invisible to the untrained eye.

Introductory scuba diving*………..150€

Discovery Voyage
The best way to understand and appreciate mother nature
directly from the
experts.
A mix of interactive
theory lessons and
hands on practice.
Our theory lessons, are comprised of a mix
of
interesting
scientific
notions & facts.
These provide
the necessary
background to
maximize
the
observer's experience during the excursion.
We offer a wide array Marine Biology Courses, including:
Snorkelling, Scuba Diving, Stand Up Paddle, & Sailboat
excursions.

DISCOVERY VOYAGE 1:
Marine Biology & Snorkeling

We propose a course adapted to all ages and expertise levels.
Partecipants will be able to fully enjoy and discover the wonders of the seabed.
Duration: 2/3 hours
Includes:
- 2 academic lessons
- 1 Snorkelling Excursion
- 1 New-Snorkeling Excursion
Price: from 90€

The course can be divided in 2 parts:
1st Part: a short Snorkelling course*** including:
- 1 Academic Lesson (equipment description, finning techniques, mate importance, etc)
- 1 Practical Lesson (dedicated to the practice of all described techniques)

2nd Part: A Marine Biology Course, including:
-1 Theoretical unit (description of the mediterranean seabed with focus on the
excursion site)
-1 New-Snorkelling Excursion (thanks to our underwater radio, we describe &
discover various marine organisms in real time. Available in English)
This course is structured in a way to allow even a person who has never tried on
a mask & finns, to safely enjoy the Snorkelling experience with confidence.
This course provides sufficient practice to the complete beginner to fully experience the next level: the New-Snorkeling course.
Upon completion of this course, the partecipant will be able to be completely
inmersed in the exploration of the seabed and to appreciate the description of the
marine life.

DISCOVERY VOYAGE 2:
Marine Biology & Introductory Scuba Diving
A fantastic new experience tailored to people
of

allages

(including

complete beginners).
This course will provide
participants
exciting

with the

sensation

of

breathing under water
while being guided by
our Marine Biologist's Real Time Sea Life descriptions.

Duration: 4 hours
- 2 theory lessons
- 1 course ISD*
(Introductory Scuba Diving)

- 1 New-Diving excursion
Price: from 200€
This course can be divided in 2 Sections:
The Introductory Scuba Diving* Course;
- 1 Academic Lesson (equipment description and all necessary techniques to prepare participants for an easy and safe immersion)
- 1 Practical Unit in Confined Water (dedicated to learn and practice under water breathing
techniques)
- 1 Open Water dive (max depth 10 meters)(combined with New-diving)

The 2nd Section of the course
includes:
One Marine Biology theoretical lesson (a descriptive lesson of
the Mediterranean Seabed with
focus on the sea wonders we
explore during our excursion)

Course participants
will fully enjoy with
total safety their 1st
Scuba Diving &
New-Diving
experience thanks to our
Instructor's expertise.
Divers will be fully
immersed in the
Exploration of the
Sea World as they
appreciate Sea Life
from a new perspective: a Participant instead of an
Observer

1 New-Diving Immersion
(maximum
depth 10m) (a Real Time
description of marine
flora and fauna with the
help of our Underwater
Radio)

DISCOVERY VOYAGE 3:

Marine Biology, SUP, Snorkeling & Sailboat cruise

A completely new experience dedicated to people of all ages.
(Complete Beginners Welcome). You will enjoy different kind of
watersprts in two amazing days of Stand Up Paddle, Snorkeling
and Sailboat excursion.
This course will provide basic rules of stand up paddle backgroud.
Partecipants will learn how to use Board and Paddle, and includes
Academic Marine Biology lessons which will uncover to
participants the exciting Mediterranean Sea World.
Length: 2 days
Including:
-1 Marine Biology lesson
-1 Stand Up Paddle Course***
- Sailboat Cruise
-1 Snorkeling Excursion
- Fotos
Price: from 125€

The Course can be divided in two days:
The 1st day its focused in a Marine Biology Lesson and Stand Up Paddle Course***
Including:
-Interesting Mediterranean Seabed Description focused on what we will explore
in the excursion.
-1 academic lesson of stand up paddle
equipmant and techniques necessary to
prepare partecipants for safe and funny
excursion.
-Some simple exercises in confined water.
-1,30 hours excursion in SUP
The 2nd day includes
- Half day sailing cruise in Tharros
- Break for a swim with snorkeling equipment in the Marine Reserve of Sinis

Scuba Diving Courses:
Easy dive………..80€
Underwater activity introduction program
Duration: 1,30/2 hours
Easy dive course will provide participants
with the exciting sensation of breathing
underwater
including:
-1 academic lesson of about 20 minutes
-Some simple exercises in confined water
-Underwater exploration within 4m depth

Introductory scuba diving*………..150€
Learn to dive in half day
Duration: 3/4 hours
A fantastic new experience tailored to people from
10 yers old (including complete beginners).
ESA beginners course including:
-1 academic lesson of about 40 minutes (equipment
description and all necessary techniques to prepare
participants for an easy and safe immersion)
-1 confined water dive dedicated to learn and practice underwater breathing techniques in 2 m depth
-1 open water dive within 10m depth (6m for Junior diver)

Certification
courses:
Get your certification!
ESA New Diver course …..240€

This certification can be chosen by whom desires a gradual approach with the
diving activities or prefers to dive under the supervision of a diving professional in
shallow water (10 meters). The course consist in 2 academic lessons, 2 confined
water sessions and 2 open water dives

ESA Open water course** …..390€

This course gives all the theoretical and practical knowledge to be able to safely
dive within 18 meters depth in a buddy team, with another diver with an Open
Water certification or more. There are, as minimun training, 5 academic lessons, 5
confined water sessions and 4 open water dives.

ESA Advanced Diver ….390€

During this course the diver learns fundamental techniques in different diving
subjects such as : diving with a computer, buoyancy control, uw navigation, deep
diving and night or naturalist dives.

ESA Prevention & Rescue diver .…390€

This course presents the fundamental techniques and preparation to being able to
prevent or collaborate in a diving rescue operation. 6 academic lessons and 4
practical units form the course. A minimum of 20 dives is required to start the
course.

Snorkeling:
1 Snorkeling……..39€
(Duration: 1,30 hours)

1 NewSnorkeling……..39€
(Duration: 1,30 hours)

Snorkeling course***…………..60€
Duration: 2/3 hours; Including:
- 1 Academic Lesson
- Some simple exercises in water
- 1 Snorkeling Excursion

Stand up Paddle:
1 Stand up Paddle......39€
(Duration: 1,30 hours)

SUP course***............60€
Duration 2/3 hours;
Including:

-1 Academic lesson(equipment and techniques
necessary to prepare participants for a safe and
funny excursion)
-Some simple exercises in confined water
-1,30 hours excursion in SUP

prices based on 4 pax minimum
except for:
Discovery Voyage 1, Discovery Voyage 2,
Easy Dive and ISD course
based on 2 pax minimum
price are subject to change without notice
email us for infos and group discounts

Exclusive Courses
- Discovery voyage 1
- Discovery voyage 2
- Discovery voyage 3
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